Checklist
A little guide to your visit on the BdP jamboree
What should you sort out beforehand?

Topic
Get to know
and meet
everyone

Preparations

Sleeping

Content
First online meeting with the leaders of both groups.
First group gathering and introductions with the kids +
youths!
Depending on group size - do an online group session
with both groups sharing how you scout in each
country. You can also match smaller groups and let
them get to know each other better.
If you want and/or need taking time for more online
group sessions might be a good option!
Tell your participants about the new Covid-19 rules and
make them aware of anything they may need to know!
If your group size changes because of the Covid-19
regulations, please let the International BuLa Team
know!
Travel to and from Germany: Your group travels
independently. Either directly to the campsite or to a
designated meet-up location or to your partner groups
home to travel to the national Jamboree together.
The international evening: talk about what you want to
perform or do at the international evening (more
information in newsletter 4)
Do you need any materials for that your partner group
can organize for you?
Please be aware of the temperatures at night. It can
get quite cold, so you will need sleeping bags and
possibly isolation mats or hides. Also take some warm
cloths and something to protect you from rain.
Talk with your partner group about who will provide the
tents. If you need separate tents for girls and boys, tell
your partner group. Not every German group sleeps in
separate tenst.
If your partner group will set up a German Kothe
(traditional German scout tent) for you, please talk with
your group about anything you need to know about:
- What is a Kothe? (Made from fabric, no flooring, open

Sorted?

Food

Campsite

Expectations

Home
Hospitality (if
planned)

Pre-/Aftertour
(if planned)
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at the top, log in the middle)
- How does it work and how will it be set-up
(open/closed, how many people will fit)
- How to sleep in a Kothe? (Don’t touch the Kothe walls
when it rains, don’t step on the fabric)
Will everyone bring their own dishes and cutlery?
Will you need materials and utensils to cook that could
be provided by your partner group?
Let your (partner) group know how many times a day
you eat (warm) meals.
We eat usually sitting on the ground. Is that okay with
you? If not, talk to your partner group.
Ask your partner group about how the marketplace
works.
Who likes to cook from your group? Maybe you can
make a mixed cooking team from both groups?
Ask about previous BuLas (national Jamborees) and
maybe look at some pictures together.
Kids and youths will be roaming around the campsite
independently at times. Is that okay with you (and your
guardians)?
Everyone will be happy when expectations can be met.
Talk about your expectations and maybe talk about
things from your matching profiles.
Give your partner group a list of the participants
including any necessary information (allergies, needed
medication, languages spoken, special needs, …)
Sort your participants to participants of the partner
group for example via similar age, gender, interests,
etc.
Establish contact between home hospitality partners.
Create a group from both partner groups to organize
the tour.
Decide on key issues for the tour together:
- How much will we carry?
- How long will we hike?
- How will we cook and eat?
- Will there be possibilities to wash clothes, dishes or
yourselves?
- What will we need to pack?
You are going on tour alone because your group will
not join you? Ask for tips of locations, places or
suggested hikes you can include in your tour!

